























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A Study ofth巴EarlyHistory of the Zuiganji Temple， Cont'd 
Shungen KIMURA 
In this paper we attain the result that Zen master Hosshin stayed at Makabe destrict at a 
警 smπm叫n弘"
宮 t飽e印n剛I
Duke Rusu governed and he invited him， oot by central government Kamakura Bakufu such 研
究
承
as spoken in traditional histories 
Zen master Rankei stayed to this temple in the Iast year of Hosshin (1273) because Rankei 
而iJ was spoken il1 of him by the Tendai sect， an old Japanese Buddhism having a hatred for a 
new sect， Zen Buddhism. At that time Rankei might delivered Zen doctorate document we 
can see in his archieve，“ Daikakuzenji-goroku"， as“Document for Monk Shosho"， tor Zen 
master Hosshin had trained under Rankei at the Kenchoji temple. 
He、.vasnominated as the first abbot of Yenpukuji， later Zuiganji， and master Rankei was 
succeeded as the second of this big temple and altered the name-script ，'yen日‘延'to'回， he 
liked. 1n the first time of Japanese Zen Buddhism Zen master studied the Tendai school as a 
basic Buddhist study. Hosshin also teached“Makashikan" (Great Med山 tion)of Tendai一
Chigi to the young priest Muju in his home district Makabe， sothe later wrote it in his essay. 
Traditional stories about Zen master Hosshin must be corrected through our study. 
27 
